Abstract-Hybrid beamforming with phase shifters and switches has been identified as a low-cost and energy-efficient approach to harness the benefits of massive multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) systems. In this paper, three subconnected hybrid beamforming structures with different combinations of phase shifters and switches will be considered. Firstly we assume that perfect channel state information (CSI) is available and the wireless channel follows uncorrelated Rayleigh fading model. Then, we derive the closed-form expressions of the low-complexity beamformers and their asymptotic achievable sum-rates. Based on the proposed beamformers, we develop quantized hybrid beamforming and channel estimation techniques for correlated Rayleigh fading channels. These methods rely on designing novel RF codebooks and they can be used in both CSI acquisition and data transmission phases. The proposed methods benefit from low computational complexity, low signaling overhead and robustness to estimation errors. Moreover, they are applicable to both frequency and time division duplex systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fully-digital beamforming in massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology can significantly scale up the spectral efficiency in cellular systems [1] - [3] . However, it is an expensive technology and also suffers from low energy efficiency because it requires a dedicated power-hungry and expensive radio frequency (RF) chain per antenna [4] . One of the promising alternatives to exploit the benefits of massive MIMO with lower cost and better energy efficiency is hybrid analog-and-digital beamforming. In this approach, a small number of RF chains are connected to a large number of antennas through a fully-connected or subconnected network of phase shifters and/or switches [4] - [11] .
In the fully-connected structure, each RF chain is connected to all the antennas as in [5] - [11] . Although it can exploit the full array gain, its power consumption can be very high due to the massive number of the phase shifters in the RF network [6] , [12] . Moreover, the large number of the required RF routes results in fabrication complexity and high crosstalk distortion. Hence, the subconnected structure, where each RF chain is connected to a subset of antennas, is preferred in practice. In this direction, the focus of this paper is also on subconnected structure.
At the RF beamformer, switches offer lower power consumption compared to phase shifters at the cost of lower spectral efficiency. In order to provide a tradeoff, recently we proposed the concept of phase shifter selection which can significantly improve the energy efficiency while the achievable sum-rate is almost preserved [6] - [8] . Phase shifter selection allows for identifying and turning off the phase shifters that have a smaller contribution to spectral efficiency. In addition, it allows for scaling up the array size at the base station with just inexpensive antennas and switches [7] , [8] .
Designing hybrid beamformers is a challenging task due to the nonconvex constraints that are imposed by phase shifters and switches. Consider a base station which is equipped with a large number of antennas N and it serves a smaller number of users K. The computational complexity of most of the existing algorithms is at least O(KN 2 ) [6] . Under perfect channel state information (CSI) assumption, [13] showed that using equal gain transmission in hybrid beamformers, with only phase shifters, can achieve a near-optimal performance in frequencyflat channels. This approach reduces the computational complexity of the hybrid beamformer to O(K 3 ).
With this motivation, it is desirable to benefit from the lowcost and energy-efficient phase shifter selection based structures of [7] , [8] , and the low-computational complexity of [13] . However, a common challenge for [7] , [8] , [13] is that these works rely on the availability of perfect CSI at the base station which is not feasible in practice. Moreover, channel estimation for massive MIMO systems with hybrid beamfomers requires a large signaling overhead. In this direction, we are aiming to pursue two objectives in this paper:
• Assuming the availability of perfect CSI of the uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel, we propose low-complexity phase shifter selection based hybrid beamforming techniques which only require O(K 3 ) instead of O(KN 2 ) in our previous work [6] - [8] . In addition, the closed-form expressions of both hybrid beamformers and their asymptotic performance will be presented. This can be used as a design guide to evaluate the approximate performance of the proposed methods.
• In order to consider a more realistic scenario, we present simple and low-complexity quantized hybrid beamforming and channel estimation techniques which are designed according to the second order statistics of the correlated Rayleigh fading channel. The advantages of the proposed techniques are: a) The complexity of the beamformer is related to O(K 3 ); b) The channel estimation overhead mainly depends on the rank of the correlation matrix of the channel; Hence, c) just by using low-cost switches and without increasing the signaling overhead to estimate the channel, a low cost and complexity massive MIMO can be deployed; d) The simulation results indicate that the proposed methods are more robust to estimation errors compared to the scenario that hybrid beamformer is designed based on the estimated propagation channel.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a single-cell multiuser massive MIMO downlink scenario where the base station has N omni-directional antennas and serves K ≪ N single-antenna users. Base station applies F ∈ C N ×K to precode the vector of modulated symbols u ∈ C K×1 with E[uu H ] = I K . The channel input vector is x = ( ρ/Γ)Fu where ρ is a measure of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and Γ = trace(FF H )/K is a transmit power normalization factor. The received signal vector y ∈ C K×1 is y = H H x+z where H H ∈ C K×N and z ∈ C K×1 represent downlink channel matrix and noise vector. The elements of normalized noise vector z follow independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian distribution according to z k ∼ CN (0, 1). In this paper, we consider spectral efficiency as the performance metric. When fully-digital ZF precoder is used, the achievable sum-rate is [6] 
Three hybrid beamforming structures, as shown in Fig. 1 , will be investigated in this paper. Figure 1(a) shows the block diagram of subconnected structure with phase shifters only. In Fig. 1(b) , each phase shifter is equipped with a switch to reduce the power consumption at the RF beamforming network by turning off some of the phase shifters. Figure 1 (c) uses 1-outof-S switches to reduce the number of the phase shifters where S is the ratio of the number output-to-input ports. In order to maximize the spatial multiplexing gain, we assume that the number of the RF chains is equal to the number of users K [6] . In Fig. 1 , L is the number of phase shifters that are connected to each RF chain.
Let F (q) , q ∈ {SP, SPSS, SRPS} denote the precoding matrix for the hybrid beamforming structures with subconnected phase shifters (SP), subconnected with phase shifter selection (SPSS), and subconnected with reduced number of phase shifters (SRPS), respectively. In hybrid beamforming, the precoding matrix F (q) can be decomposed as
where
∈ C K×K represent the RF and digital beamforming matrices. In the rest of this paper, the baseband precoder is always designed according to ZF over the effective channel such that F
RF according to the different CSI assumptions will be discussed in the following sections.
III. PERFECT CSI AND UNCORRELATED RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNELS
In this section, we present hybrid beamforming methods for the structures in Fig. 1 with complexity O(K 3 ). Let the channel coefficients H n,k follow frequency-flat, uncorrelated and i.i.d. RF is a block diagonal matrix such that F
, set the RF beamformer as
To derive the performance of the beamformer, letĥ k = h k / h k denote the unit-norm vector in the direction of h k . The law of large numbers implies that h k → √ N and the elements ofĥ k are distributed according toĤ n,k ∼ CN (0, 1/N ),
Since the cardinality of I k is L = N/K, using the law of large numbers results in
Similarly, it could be shown thatĥ
When ZF is applied at the baseband, the power normalization factor becomes
RF = I K . Similar to (1), the achievable rate for each user depends on the received SNR which is ρ/Γ (SP) when ZF is applied at the baseband. Hence, the asymptotic achievable sum-rate is
Hybrid beamforming with phase shifter selection: By equipping each phase shifter with a dedicated ON/OFF switch, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , phase shifter selection allows for identifying and turning off the phase shifters that have a negligible impact on spectral efficiency. Unlike the previous work [6] - [8] , where phase shifter selection was performed according the singular vectors of the channel matrix, in the following H will be directly used to calculate the beamforming weights. Let Pr(H n,k ) denote the probability density function of H n,k , and define a threshold level α to turn off the phase shifters. In this case, the RF beamformer is
where β% = Pr(H n,k ≤ α) is a measure of the reduction in the number of the active phase shifters. In the rest of the analysis, it is noted that α is chosen such that K, L, N are integer numbers. When the number of antennas goes large, β% = 1 − exp(−α 2 ) since |H n,k | follows Rayleigh distribution [6] .
To evaluate the performance of the proposed beamformer, let's define h andh where h is a random variable with the same distribution as H n,k , and
Then, similar to (3) for SP structure,
where E[h] for random variableh was calculated in [6] . Following the same approach as in (4)- (5), the achievable sumrate using the beamformer in (6) becomes
Hybrid beamforming with reduced number of phase shifters: In this structure, as shown in Fig. 1(c) , each phase shifter can be connected to only of the S adjacent antennas. Hence, there will be only N/S active antennas at each channel realization. Instead of designing the beamformer according to the thin-SVD of H H [7] , Algorithm 1 presents an alternative solution to calculate F 
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for i = 1 : N/S do 6:
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end if 
The expected value ofH was calculated in [7] . Finally, the achievable sum-rate is
Remark 1. It is noted that the closed-forms derived in this section are very similar to that of [7] where the RF beamformers where calculated according to the singular vectors of H H . The only difference with the closed-forms in [7] is that the new approach has factor N inside the logarithms whereas it was N − K in [7] . This difference in terms of spectral efficiency is negligible considering that K ≪ N . However, in terms of computational complexity the new approach results in O(
In order to relax the perfect CSI assumption and to consider correlated Rayleigh fading channel, a quantized hybrid beamforming and channel estimation for the structures in Fig. 1 will be proposed in the next section.
IV. QUANTIZED BEAMFORMING FOR CORRELATED RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNELS
Traditionally, most of the beamforming algorithms are developed under perfect CSI assumption, and then they are applied to real world scenarios with channel estimation errors [14] , [15] . However, acquiring the estimate of the propagation channel matrixH ∈ C N ×K is a tedious task in massive MIMO systems with hybrid beamformers. This challenge applies to both frequency/time division duplex (FDD/TDD) operations. In an FDD system, the estimation time grows with N for uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels. For a TDD system, on the other hand, consider a scenario with a single-antenna user. In order for the base station to acquireH in uplink, at least N/K measurements are needed which results in a large signaling overhead. Hence, it is necessary for our proposed hybrid beamformers to operate with less stringent constraints on the availability of CSI. Moreover, in practical systems, the base station is usually located on top of a tall building or tower, and it covers a sector that includes users which are surrounded by local scatterers. Hence, it is reasonable to consider a scenario that the channel is correlated at the base station side whereas the channel at the user side is uncorrelated [16] . In the following, it is assumed that the channel follows block fading model and it remains constant during the estimation and data transmission phases.
Let
k h w,k represent the correlated channel vector for the kth user where R k denotes the correlation matrix, and h w,k follows i.i.d. uncorrelated Normal distribution. Using the Karhunen-Loeve representation, h k can be written in the form of h k = U k Λ 1/2 k g k where U ∈ C N ×r k is semi-unitary matrix of the eigenvectors, Λ k is a diagonal matrix that contains the r k nonzero eigenvalues of R k , and the elements of g k ∈ C r k ×1 are i.i.d. and uncorrelated with Normal distribution. For notation simplicity and without loss of generality, let r k = r, ∀k ∈ {1, ..., K}. In addition, assume that the second order statistics of the channel is available at base station and there is a shared codebook C k between the base station and user k.
Under correlated Rayleigh fading assumption, the channel vectors can be effectively quantized by c k,b ∈ C k where [17] , [18] 
and B is the codebook size and w b is a random unite-norm vector which its direction is uniformly distributed over an N -dimension hyper-sphere. To achieve a near-optimal performance, the codebook size for (12) grows with r instead of N for random vector quantization [17] , [18] . This is significant improvement as r is typically a small number in many real world scenarios [16] . Assuming that the base station has a fullydigital beamformer, c 
However, it is not possible to directly use (13) in hybrid beamforming due to the constraints that are imposed by switches and phase shifters. In the following, we will explain codebook generation, channel estimation and hybrid beamforming procedures for the structures in Fig. 1 .
Codebook generation for user k:
Consider that user k is the only existing user in the system. The codebook generation consists of two steps: 1) Create unconstrained codebook C k according to (12) . Consider each codeword c k,b ∀b ∈ {1, ...B} of C k as a realization of perfect channel vector for user k, i.e. assumeĥ k = c k,b . 2) For each c k,b , use the proposed hybrid beamforming methods in Section III to create a corresponding RF beamforming codeword c
k contain the set of vectors c (q) k,b , ∀b ∈ {1, ..., B} for each structure. Proposed channel estimation and data transmission schemes for TDD operation: In the estimation phase, only one user at a time will transmit its pilots over B transmission slots. At the bth transmission, ∀b ∈ {1, ..., B}, the base station sets its RF beamformer according to c
This procedure is repeated for the K users which results in KB transmissions. Then, the base station creates the beamforming matrix
The effective channel H (q) e ∈ C K×K at the baseband is
⋆ RF which will be estimated in the next K time slots by allowing each user to transmit a pilot at each instant. Hence, in total (B + 1)K transmissions are needed for CSI estimation. It is noted that any estimator, such as least squares or minimum mean square error, can be used in the last K transmissions. We model an erroneous estimate of the effective channel, which is due to noise, asH
e + eE where e is a measure of estimation error and E ∈ C K×K is the error matrix with i.i.d. complex Normal distribution. Finally, the data transmission phase starts from the K(B + 1) + 1 transmission slot. At this stage, the RF beamformer is the same as (15) and the baseband precoder is set according to F (q)
The proposed codebook and transmission methods can be applied in FDD transmission with minor modifications. For FDD operation two rounds of channel estimation and feedback are required. Firstly, the base station transmits pilots to each user by using the codebook C (q) k . User k selects the codeword index that satisfies (14) and transmits it to the base station with log 2 (B) bits of feedback. Then, the base station sets its RF beamforming matrix according to the received indexes and (15). Finally, a second round of channel estimation and feedback is needed to estimateH e ∈ C K×K at the base station. Spectral Efficiency (bits/Hz/s) [12] (4) (8) (10) SP SPSS SRPS Fig. 2 . Achievable sum-rates by simulations and closed-forms in (5), (9) and (11) 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, Monte Carlo simulations over 1000 realizations are used to evaluate the average performance of the proposed techniques. Under perfect CSI and uncorrelated Rayleigh fading assumption, Fig. 2 presents the spectral efficiency achieved by simulations and the closed-forms in (5), (9) and (11) for N = 256, K = 4, β = 75% and S = 4. It is noted that β = 75% and S = 4 are equivalent to having only KL = N/4 = 64 active phase shifters. Figure 2 also provides a comparison with the successive interference cancellation based RF beamformer of [12] . It is observed that our method provides almost the same performance as [12] which has higher complexity as multiple computations of SVD and inversions of matrices with larger dimension than K × K are required. In addition to observing a good match between the simulations and closed-forms in (5), (9) and (11), Fig. 2 shows that the proposed phase shifter selection based structures effectively reduce the number of the active phase shifters while providing a comparable performance to that of the subconnected structures with N active phase shifters. Figure 3 presents the achievable sum-rates and energy efficiency (EE) of the proposed beamformers with phase shifter selection compared to that of digital ZF. The EE is defined as E =
, where W and P tot denote bandwidth and total amount of power that is required to achieve sum-rate R. To model P tot , let P tot = P + P Syn + N RF P RF + N PS P PS + N S P S where P , P Syn represent the transmit power and power consumption of the synthesizer. N RF , N PS , N S , P RF , P PS and P S denote the numbers and the power consumption of the RF chains, phase shifters and switches, respectively. The power consumption model for digital beamformer is P (D) tot = P + P Syn + N P RF , for SP is P (SP) tot = P + P Syn + KP RF + N PS P PS , for SPSS is P (SPSS) tot = P + P Syn + KP RF + (1 − β/100)N P PS + N P S and for SRPS structure is P (SRPS) tot = P + P Syn + KP RF + N P PS /S + N P S [8] . Similar to [19] , we set P RF = 1 W, P Syn = 2 W and W = 20 MHz. The power consumption of each of the phase shifters P PS and switches P S at 2.4 GHz are reported as 28.8 ≤ P PS ≤ 152 mW and 0 < P S ≤ 15 mW [8] . In the following, we use P = 20 W, P PS = 30 mW, P S = 1 mW, ρ = 10 dB and K = 4. As a performance benchmark, in addition to fullydigital system with N = 128, we consider ZF with N/K = 32 antennas as the array gain of subconnected structures is related to N/K. It could be easily verified that setting S ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8} is equivalent to β ∈ {0%, 50%, 75%, 87.5%}. As expected, the fully-digital ZF with N = 128 provides highest sum-rate, however it has the worst EE. The EE of hybrid beamformers, with 4 RF chains and 128 antennas, is much higher than fullydigital systems. They provide a comparable spectral efficiency compared to fully-digital ZF with N = 32 RF chains.
To evaluate the performance of the quantized beamformers with respect to the codebook size, let ρ = 0 dB, e = 0, r = 4, U k be any tall semi-unitary random matrix, the diagonal elements of Λ k be simply chosen according to uniform distribution distribution over [0, 1] , and R k be normalized such that trace(R k ) = N . The left plot in Fig. 4 shows that increasing the codebook size B does not have a significant impact on the sumrates, however, it will increase the channel estimation overhead. On the other hand, the right plot in Fig. 4 demonstrates that, for B = 16, S = 2, β = 50%, increasing N provides performance gains. This result is significant as it allows for scaling up the array size just by using simple switches, yet the channel estimation overhead is fixed and the spectral efficiency is increasing. In addition, the computational complexity of the beamformer design is only limited to O(K 3 ).
Finally, Fig. 5 considers the impact of estimation error e on spectral efficiency. For the sake of comparison, consider the scenario where a huge signaling overhead is afforded to estimate the propagation channel matrixH = √ 1 − e 2 H + eE. Using the traditional approach, the methods of section III are used to design the beamformers as ifH is perfect CSI. Compared to proposed techniques, Fig. 5 shows that the quantized beamformers outperform the traditional approach when the same error variance e = 0.1 is used in both scenarios. This result indicates that even if the channel was constant over a long period and estimatingH was feasible, it is still beneficial to use the quantized beamformers and only estimateH (q) e .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we showed that hybrid beamforming is a promising approach to reduce the computational complexity of beamformers in massive MIMO systems to O(K 3 ). In this scheme, the RF beamformer is directly inferred from the channel matrix and O(K 3 ) only belongs to the baseband precoder. In addition, it allows for scaling up the array size at the base station by simply adding low-cost antennas and switches. The presented closed-forms can be used as a guide to evaluate the behavior of the hybrid beamformers with switches and phase shifters. We also developed codebook-based hybrid beamforming and channel estimation methods for correlated Rayleigh fading scenario. The channel estimation overhead increases with the rank of the correlation matrix instead of the number of the base station antennas. Finally, the proposed beamformers are applicable to both TDD and FDD massive MIMO systems.
